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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the spring edition of the Eighth Circuit Bar Association
Newsletter. In these difficult times of isolation and stress, we hope
these articles will help you connect with the greater legal community
across the Eighth Circuit.
Timothy Droske returns to discuss how the Eighth Circuit fared in
the last Supreme Court term. Tim covers these cases with insightful
analysis, while noting the changing make-up of both courts and how
the Eighth Circuit’s results compare statistically with prior years.
A new author, Kyle Wislocky, attended the ceremony in Minneapolis
naming the federal courthouse after the late Judge Diana E. Murphy.
We thank Kyle for sharing the proceedings with us, and also thank
the U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota for providing
the photographs, including our cover photo unveiling the new courthouse façade.
The Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules has
proposed a major reconstruction of Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 3(c). While we do not normally cover proposed rule changes,
these have elicited public comments from many appellate quarters,
both in support and opposition, and uniquely touch on Eighth Circuit case law.
Next, Qian Julie Wang and Ryan Marth give timely, superb, and
amusing advice on appellate practice during a pandemic. The title
quite nearly says it all: “When the Phone Becomes the Podium.”
Finally, I am pleased to introduce our new editor, Mike Goodwin.
Mike is an Assistant Attorney General in the Office of the Minnesota
Attorney General and has been providing us with valuable editing
and layout assistance during the past year. Mike has now agreed to
take over as editor. If you have ideas for articles or wish to contribute, please contact Mike at Michael.Goodwin@ag.state.mn.us.
Be well, be safe, and enjoy.

Benjamin J. Wilson

Review of the Eighth Circuit During the
Supreme Court’s 2018 Term
by Timothy J. Droske

it at the median among all circuits.1 These
four cases accounted for 5% of the Court’s
docket, which is close to the Eighth Circuit’s 4.6% average over the past decade.
Moreover, while the Eighth Circuit’s 25%
affirmance rate before the Supreme Court
was below the 36.49% overall affirmance
rate last term, the Eighth Circuit did outperform its 19.5% average affirmance rate
from over the past decade. As for the individual justices, only Justice Kagan voted to

The spotlight on the Supreme Court was
particularly high last term following Justice
Kennedy’s retirement, Justice Kavanaugh’s
contentious confirmation hearings, and
with a number of high-profile cases on the
Court’s docket. Of the four cases the
Eighth Circuit had before the Court last
term, however, only one—a death penalty
case that had divided the Eighth Circuit—
split the Supreme Court along a 5-4 vote
on a high-profile issue. The three other
cases from the Eighth Circuit decided by
the Court were all directed at more discrete
issues—the definition of burglary under
the Armed Career Criminal Act; what constitutes taxable compensation under the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act; and when
private-sector commercial or financial information is “confidential” and not subject
to Freedom of Information Act disclosure.
Nor were any of these three cases particularly contentious before the Eighth Circuit
or the Supreme Court. All three of these
other cases were decided unanimously by
the Eighth Circuit. And even though the
Supreme Court reversed or vacated in all
three, none resulted in a 5-4 split. A summary of these four decisions, and statistics
regarding the Eighth Circuit before the
Supreme Court last term, are discussed
below.

The following table reflects the number of Eighth
Circuit cases heard by the Court, the percentage of
the docket those cases composed, the Court’s voting record on those cases, and the affirmance percentage, as reported by SCOTUSblog:
1

Term

Number of
Cases

Docket Percent

Aff’d/
Rev’d
/ Split

Affirmed
Percent

2018

4

5%

1-3

25%

2017

3

4%

1-2

33%

2016

2

3%

0-2

0%

2015

6

7%

3-2-1

60%

2014

8

11%

1-7

13%

2013

2

3%

0-2

0%

2012

2

3%

0-2

0%

2011

0

-

-

-

2010

4

5%

1-3

25%

Average

3.4

4.6%

19.5%

Eighth Circuit Statistics
SCOTUSblog, Stat Pack Archive, available at
http://www.scotusblog.com/reference/stat-pack/
(Circuit Scorecard for 2010-2018 Terms). Note that
the 4-4 split in 2015, although resulting in a nonprecedential affirmance, is not included in the Affirmed Percent. Also, the Average for the Affirmed
Percent does not include the 2011 Term in which
no cases from the Eighth Circuit were decided by
the Court.

Despite changes in both the Supreme
Court’s and Eighth Circuit’s composition,
the Eighth Circuit’s results at the Supreme
Court were largely consistent with other
terms over the past decade. Of the 74 cases the Supreme Court decided last term,
four were from the Eighth Circuit, placing
2

reverse or vacate in all four decisions,
while the Eighth Circuit received the best
voting record from Justice Thomas and
Justice Gorsuch, who both voted to affirm
in two of the four cases from last term.2

col were applied to him.5 The Eighth Circuit rejected the challenge in a 2-1 decision,
finding Bucklew had failed to establish that
his risk of severe pain would be substantially reduced by his proposed use of nitrogen hypoxia lethal gas instead—an authorized method of execution in Missouri, but
one that had not been used since 1965 and
had no current protocol in place.6

Bucklew v. Precythe—The Death Penalty Highlights the Court’s Deep Divide
While the Supreme Court generally strives
to project an image of collegiality despite
the Justices’ often sharp legal differences,3
this proved difficult for the Court to maintain with respect to its death penalty cases.
While this tension came to a boil in a series
of opinions issued in May 2019,4 the Supreme Court April decision in a death penalty case from the Eighth Circuit also highlighted the Court’s deep 5-4 divide on the
issue.

The Supreme Court affirmed 5-4, with Justice Gorsuch writing the majority opinion
and Justice Breyer writing the chief dissent.
The majority opinion described Bucklew as
bringing a long series of shifting challenges
to his execution, and failing to prove up his
arguments with sufficient evidence despite
being afforded opportunities to do so.7
The Court then made clear that its prior
test for challenging lethal injection protocols applied not only to facial challenges,
but also to as-applied challenges like Bucklew’s, requiring that the inmate identify “an
alternative that is feasible, readily implemented, and in fact significantly reduces a
substantial risk of severe pain.”8 The Court
found that standard had not been met,
concluding it was not “readily implemented,” that the State had no obligation to
adopt an “untried and untested” method
of execution, and that Bucklew had failed
to present any evidence his proposed alternative would significantly reduce his risk of
pain.9 Finally, Justice Gorsuch’s opinion
more generally criticized the delay in this
case, emphasizing that “the important interest in the timely enforcement of a sentence” had “been frustrated in this case.”10

In that case, Russell Bucklew, who was on
death row in Missouri, challenged the
State’s lethal injection protocol as constituting cruel and unusual punishment as
applied to him because of a unique medical
condition that he claimed could subject
him to choking or suffocation if the proto-

SCOTUSblog, Final Stat Pack for October Term
2018 at 4, available at
https://www.scotusblog.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/StatPack_OT187_30_19.pdf.
3 See e.g., Ariane de Vogue, John Roberts says Supreme
Court doesn’t work in a ‘political manner,’ CNN (Sept.
24, 2019), available at
https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/24/politics/johnroberts-new-york/index.html.
4 Adam Liptak, Tempers Fraying, Justices Continue Debate on Executions, New York Times (May 13, 2019),
available at
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/13/us/politic
s/supreme-court-death-penalty.html; Nina Totenberg, Supreme Court’s Conservatives Defend Their Handling of Death Penalty Cases, NPR (May 14, 2019),
available at
https://www.npr.org/2019/05/14/722868203/sup
reme-courts-conservatives-defend-their-handlingof-death-penalty-cases.
2

Bucklew v. Precythe, 883 F.3d 1087, 1089 (8th Cir.
2018).
6 Id. at 1094-96 (Loken, J., joined by Wollman, J.);
Justice Colloton dissented.
7 139 S.Ct. 1112, 1119-22 (2019).
8 Id. at 1121-29 (endorsing test from Baze v. Rees,
553 U.S. 35 (2008) and Glossip v. Gross, 576 U.S. 135
S.Ct. 2726 (2015)).
9 Id. at 1129-33.
10 Id. at 1133.
5
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mandatory minimum sentence. In a short,
unanimous opinion, the Eighth Circuit
clearly framed the issue. As it explained,
the Supreme Court has defined “generic”
burglary in the ACCA-context as “unlawful
or unprivileged entry into, or remaining in,
a building or structure, with intent to
commit a crime.”14 And under the Supreme Court’s “categorical approach,”
Sims’ Arkansas convictions qualify as ACCA predicates “only if the statute’s elements are the same as, or narrower than,
those of the generic offense.”15 The problem, as the Eighth Circuit saw it, is that
“[t]he Supreme Court has clearly stated
that ‘[t]he [ACCA] makes burglary a violent felony only if committed in a building
or enclosed space (‘generic burglary’), not in
a boat or motor vehicle,’”16 while burglary under Arkansas law applies to a “residential
occupiable structure,” which “‘means a
vehicle, building, or other structure: (i) [i]n
which any person lives; or (ii) [t]hat is customarily used for overnight accommodation of a person whether or not a person is
actually present.’”17 The Eighth Circuit
found that it was bound to find that Arkansas’ burglary law did not qualify as a
predicate offense because it reached vehicles, which was the same holding it reached
when analyzing Wisconsin’s similar burglary statute in an earlier case.18 But it also
acknowledged a circuit split, with other
courts following the Government’s distinction that Arkansas’s statute is narrower
than generic burglary because it specifically
applies only to vehicles “in which the per-

Justice Breyer wrote the primary dissent,
and was joined by Justices Ginsburg, Sotomayor, and Kagan. The dissent disagreed
with the majority’s conclusion Bucklew
had not established genuine issues of material fact regarding whether he would experience excessive suffering, and that Bucklew needed to identify an alternative method by which he could be executed.11 The
three other justices, however, did not join
Justice Breyer’s “agree[ment] with the majority that these delays are excessive.”12
The justices’ sharp disagreement shows
that this is an area where a deep 5-4 split
along traditional conservative and liberal
lines remains firmly entrenched.13
United States v. Sims—A Unanimous
Reversal on the Armed Career Criminal
Act
Like the death penalty, the Armed Career
Criminal Act (“ACCA”) has frequently
been before the Supreme Court. But in
contrast with the deep divide in Bucklew,
the Supreme Court unanimously reversed
the ACCA case from the Eighth Circuit.
The question in this case was whether
Sims’ prior Arkansas conviction for residential burglary fell within the generic definition of “burglary” in the ACCA context,
such that it was a qualifying prior conviction that could trigger the ACCA’s 15-year
Id. at 1136 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
Id. at 1136, 1144-45. Justice Sotomayor wrote a
separate dissent to address this timeliness issue, id.
at 1145-48.
13 Bucklew was executed by lethal injection on October 1, 2019. His attorney reported steps were
taken to ensure he didn’t suffer, and believed those
steps “were beneficial.” Missouri executes Russell Bucklew despite concerns over rare medical condition, CBS
NEWS (Oct. 1, 2019), available at
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/missouriexecution-today-russell-bucklew-executed-crimespree-despite-rare-medical-condition-concerns2019-10-01.
11
12

United States v. Sims, 854 F.3d 1037, 1038 (8th Cir.
2017) (quoting Taylor v. United States, 495 U.S. 575,
598-99 (1990)).
15 Id. at 1039 (quoting Descamps v. United States, 133
S. Ct. 2276, 2281 (2013).
16 Id. (quoting Shepard v. United States, 544 U.S. 13,
15-16 (2005) (emphasis by Eighth Circuit).
17 Id. (quoting Ark. Code Ann. §5-39-101(4)(A)
18 Id. at 1040 (citing United States v. Lamb, 847 F.3d
928 (8th Cir. 2017).
14
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son lives” or “that are customarily used for
overnight accommodation.”19

could include a car in which a homeless
person occasionally sleeps.25

The Supreme Court granted review and
consolidated the Eighth Circuit’s case with
United States v. Stitt, a Sixth Circuit case
raising the same issue. Those consolidated
cases—as well as a separate ACCA case—
were argued on the first day Justice Kavanaugh sat for oral argument after his
confirmation.20 In a unanimous opinion by
Justice Breyer, the Court held that there is
a critical difference between state statutes
that define burglary as extending to any
ordinary vehicle and are outside the ACCA’s scope, and those that narrow burglary
to “vehicles designed or adapted for overnight use” and fall within the generic burglary definition.21 The Court noted that the
latter was consistent with the generic sense
in which the term was used in most State
codes in 1986 when the ACCA was enacted.22 The latter was also consistent with
Congress’s view of burglary as an inherently dangerous crime, since there is a greater
risk of violent confrontation when breaking into a structure adapted or customarily
used for lodging.23 The Court, however—
perhaps to avoid a fractured 5-4 opinion
like the one that issued in the other ACCA
case heard the same day24—remanded rather than addressed Sims’ argument that
the Arkansas law was still too broad because it covers burglary of “a vehicle …
[i]n which any person lives,” and thus

BNSF R. Co. v. Loos—The Supreme Court
Reverses on a Discrete Railroad Taxation Issue

Id. at 1040.
Rory Little, Argument analysis: Trying to define “robbery” and “burglary,” justices confront the jurisprudential
“mess” of the ACCA, SCOTUSblog (Oct. 10, 2018,
https://www.scotusblog.com/2018/10/argumentanalysis-trying-to-define-robbery-and-burglaryjustices-confront-the-jurisprudential-mess-of-theacca.
21 United States v. Stitt, 139 S.Ct. 399, 407 (2018).
22 Id. at 406.
23 Id.
24 See Stokeling v. United States, 139 S.Ct. 544 (2019).

25

The Supreme Court also agreed to hear a
discrete issue arising from a personal injury
suit brought by a railway worker against
BNSF Railway Company under the Federal
Employers’ Liability Act (“FELA”): “Is a
railroad’s payment to an employee for
working time lost due to an on-the-job injury taxable ‘compensation’ under the
[Railroad Retirement Tax Act] RRTA.”26
BNSF maintained that the $30,000 the jury
awarded its employee, Mr. Loos, in lost
wages was “compensation” “for services
rendered as an employee” and accordingly
taxable income as defined under the
RRTA, such that BNSF needed to withhold and remit to the Government the
$3,765 in taxes owed on that amount.27
The district court disagreed, and the
Eighth Circuit unanimously affirmed.28
BNSF petitioned the Supreme Court,
which agreed to hear the case, citing to a
“division of opinion” between the Eighth
Circuit and Sixth Circuit, and three state
Supreme Courts.29 By a 7-2 vote the Supreme Court reversed, and in an opinion
by Justice Ginsburg, “h[e]ld that an award
compensating for lost wages is subject to
taxation under the RRTA.”30 The Court
looked to the text of the statute, what it

19
20

5

Stitt, 139 S.Ct. at 407-08. On remand, the Eighth
Circuit found the Court’s emphasis on the potential
for violent confrontation likewise brought a vehicle
in which any person lives within the ambit of generic burglary for ACCA purposes. 933 F.3d 1009 (8th
Cir. 2019).
26 BNSF Ry.. v. Loos, 139 S.Ct. 893, 897 (2019).
27 Id.; see also id. at 904 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
28 See Loos v. BNSF Ry., 865 F.3d 1106 (8th Cir.
2017).
29 BNSF Ry., 139 S.Ct. at 897.
30 Id.

deemed analogous decisions interpreting
the meaning of Social Security “wages,”
and consistent with “the IRS’s long held
construction,” concluded that “‘compensation’ under the RRTA encompasses not
simply pay for active service but, in addition, pay for periods of absence from active service—provided that the remuneration in question stems from the ‘employeremployee relationship.’”31

Food Marketing Institute v. Argue Leader Media—The Circuits’ FOIA-Related
Test Is Rejected
Finally, the Supreme Court granted review
from an Eighth Circuit decision concerning a Freedom of Information Act
(“FOIA”) request in which the Government sought to prevent disclosure under
FOIA Exemption 4, which exempts from
disclosure “trade secrets and commercial
or financial information obtained from a
person and privileged or confidential.”36
The Argus Leader, a South Dakota newspaper, had submitted a FOIA request for
store-level data regarding participation in
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program, to which the Government invoked Exemption 4. The Eighth Circuit
applied its own precedent, which like most
circuits had adopted the standard established by the D.C. Circuit decades earlier,
and required that in order to be “confidential,” the Government had to show that
disclosure was likely “to cause substantial
harm to the competitive position of the
person from whom the information was
obtained.”37 While recognizing the highly
competitive nature of the grocery industry,
that market data is used to model competitors’ sales, and “that releasing the contested data is likely to make these statistical
models marginally more accurate,” the
Eighth Circuit affirmed that “the evidence
does not support a finding that this marginal improvement in accuracy is likely to
cause substantial competitive harm.”38

Justice Gorsuch in dissent, joined by Justice Thomas, came to Mr. Loos’s defense
that no taxes were owed, explaining that
“[w]hen an employee suffers a physical injury due to his employer’s negligence and
has to sue in court to recover damages, it
seems more natural to me to describe the
final judgment as compensation for his
injury than for services (never) rendered.”32
Justice Gorsuch also mused out loud as to
why BNSF was going “to the trouble of
seeking review in this Court to win the
right to pay the IRS,” opining that it was
perhaps so that railroads could “sweeten
their settlement offers while offering less
money” by minimizing the amount designated as taxable lost wages.33 Although the
dissent viewed the statute’s text, history,
and surrounding statutes as compelling a
contrary construction, the dissent nonetheless commended the majority for not simply resting on Chevron deference for its decision.34 It is this last point regarding the
Court’s unwillingness to rest on Chevron
deference that may be the most notable
part of an otherwise discrete and obscure
opinion.35

Food Mktg. Ins. v. Argus Leader Media, 139 S.Ct.
2356, 2361 (2019) (quoting 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(4));
Argus Leader Media v. United States Dep’t of Agric., 889
F.3d 914 (8th Cir. 2018).
37 889 F.3d at 915 (citing Pub. Citizen Health Research
Grp v. FDA, 704 F.2d 1280, 1291) (D.C. Cir. 1983));
139 S.Ct. at 2364 (citing National Parks & Conservation Assn. v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 767 (D.C. Cir.
1974)).
38 889 F.3d at 916 (emphasis in original).
36

Id. at 899-900.
Id. at 904 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
33 Id. at 905.
34 Id. at 908-09.
35 See Daniel Hemel, Opinion analysis: The doctrine that
dare not speak its name, SCOTUSblog (Mar. 4, 2019),
https://www.scotusblog.com/2019/03/opinionanalysis-the-doctrine-that-dare-not-speak-its-name.
31
32
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The petition to the Supreme Court was not
primarily focused on a split among the circuits (since almost all had adopted some
form of the D.C. Circuit’s test), but rather
argued that the “substantial competitive
harm” test departed from Exemption 4’s
plain language.39 In a 6-3 opinion, the
Court agreed. Justice Gorsuch’s majority
opinion found that a “substantial competitive harm” requirement had no grounding
in “dictionary definitions, early case law, or
any other usual source that might shed
light on the statute’s ordinary meaning” of
“confidential.”40 And it criticized that test’s
creation by the D.C. Circuit and adoption
by other circuits as “a relic from a bygone
era of statutory construction.”41 Instead,
the Court adopted the standard that, “[a]t
least where commercial or financial information is both customarily and actually
treated as private by its owner and provided to the government under an assurance
of privacy, the information is ‘confidential’
within the meaning of Exemption 4.”42
The Court then found that standard met in
this case and reversed the Eighth Circuit.43

FOIA’s purpose and the Act’s past interpretations over a strict dictionary definition
of the term “confidential,” shows that
modes of interpretation the majority may
call a “relic” still have vitality among certain members of the Court.
Timothy J. Droske is co-chair of Dorsey &
Whitney LLP’s Appellate Litigation Practice
Group and also teaches Appellate Advocacy at the
University of Minnesota Law School as an Adjunct Professor.

Justice Breyer concurred in part and dissented in part, joined by Justice Ginsburg
and Justice Sotomayor. While agreeing
with the two standards established by the
majority, as well as that the D.C. Circuit’s
“harm requirement goes too far,” Justice
Breyer still would have maintained a third
requirement that “[r]elease of such information must also cause genuine harm to
the owner’s economic or business interest.”44 The dissent’s primary focus on
See Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at i, available at
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/18/1
8481/66553/20181011132925092_FMI%20Cert%2
0Petition.pdf.
40 139 S.Ct. at 2363.
41 Id. at 2364 (internal quotation omitted).
42 Id. at 2366.
43 Id.
44 Id. at 2367 (Breyer, J, concurring in part and dissenting
in part).
39
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Minneapolis Federal Courthouse Named in
Honor of Judge Diana E. Murphy
October 16, 2019, Declared “Diana E. Murphy Day” in the
State of Minnesota
by Kyle Wislocky

Judge for the District of Minnesota when
she served on the committee overseeing
the design and construction of the building. The courthouse, which under Judge
Murphy’s stewardship was completed on
time and under budget in 1997, now houses the United States District Court for the
District of Minnesota and the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of
Minnesota.

Pursuant to an act of Congress, the United
States Courthouse in Minneapolis, Minnesota, has been named the Diana E. Murphy
U.S. Courthouse, in honor of the late
Eighth Circuit Judge Diana E. Murphy.

Prior to the ceremony, the courthouse plaza hosted a live musical performance by
Mdewakanton Sioux singers and drummers, in recognition of Judge Murphy’s
numerous and important decisions regarding Native American tribes while serving
on the Eighth Circuit and District of Minnesota.

Façade of the Diana E. Murphy U.S. Courthouse revealed

The naming ceremony took place in the
newly christened courthouse on October
16, 2019. Attendees included members of
the Eighth Circuit, the District of Minnesota, Minnesota state courts, and bar, who
joined together with community members,
friends, and family of Judge Murphy to
mark the historic occasion. With its dedication, the Diana E. Murphy U.S. Courthouse became the sixth federal courthouse
in the country to be named for a woman,
and just the second to be named solely for
a female judge. The first is the Sandra Day
O’Connor U.S. Courthouse in Phoenix,
Arizona.

Mdewakanton Sioux singers and drummers perform

Speakers at the event shared warm remembrances of Judge Murphy and various
perspectives on her remarkable legacy. The
speakers included Chief Judge of the District of Minnesota John Tunheim, Chief
Judge of the Eighth Circuit Lavenski
Smith, Judge Murphy’s son John Murphy,

The ceremony illuminated Judge Murphy’s
longstanding connection with the courthouse, dating back to her time as Chief
8

Administrator of the General Services
Administration Emily Murphy, District
Judge Ann Montgomery, Minnesota Supreme Court Justice Margaret Chutich, and
District Judge Nancy Brasel. Read at the
ceremony were remarks by Senator Amy
Klobuchar and Congressman Tom Emmer, the bi-partisan co-sponsors of the
naming bill. The grassroots effort to dedicate the Courthouse was spearheaded by a
group of former Judge Murphy clerks, including Karl Procaccini, the General
Counsel for Minnesota Governor Tim
Walz, Phil Steger of Brother Justus Whiskey Company, and Jeffrey Justman of
Faegre Baker Daniels.

State of Minnesota Proclamation
WHEREAS: Judge Diana E. Murphy was born in Faribault,
MN attended Central High School in St. Paul, and obtained her
B.A. and J.D. degrees from the University of Minnesota; and
WHEREAS: Judge Murphy served the State of Minnesota and
the United States for 38 years as a judge on the Hennepin
County Municipal Court, the Fourth Judicial District Court, the
U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota, and the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, and also as Chair of
the U.S. Sentencing Commission; and
WHEREAS: Judge Murphy shattered glass ceilings of gender
inequality by becoming the first woman to serve on the U.S.
District Court for the District of Minnesota, as the Chief Judge
of that court, on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, and as Chair of the U.S. Sentencing Commission; and
WHEREAS: Judge Murphy earned the admiration and respect
of jurists and lawmakers from across the political spectrum for
her devoted service to her country and the Constitution, her
fidelity to the law, her clearly written opinions, and her wise
judgment; and
WHEREAS: Judge Murphy contributed significantly to the clarification of the law, especially concerning the rights of women
and the rights of Native American tribes in Minnesota and the
United States; and
WHEREAS: Judge Murphy inspired and trained more than 100
law clerks who now serve the State of Minnesota and the United States as state and federal prosecutors, public and private
defenders, corporate and personal attorneys, civil and human
rights advocates, civic and community leaders, and as a Justice
of the Minnesota Supreme Court; and

Chief Judge John Tunheim, Justice Margaret Chutich,
and Karl Procaccini present the governor’s proclamation

The ceremony closed with the reading of a
proclamation by Governor Walz, declaring
October 16, 2019, Diana E. Murphy Day
in the State of Minnesota. Following the
ceremony, attendees gathered on the
courthouse plaza to witness the unveiling
of Judge Murphy’s name on the courthouse façade.

WHEREAS: Judge Murphy made substantial and sustained
contributions to the higher education of Minnesotans that will
be enjoyed for generations to come, serving on boards of the
University of Minnesota, the College of St. Benedict, St. John's
University, the University of St. Thomas, and as a founder of
the University of St. Thomas School of Law; and
WHEREAS: Given her trailblazing life and lasting legacy, it is
fitting that the Diana E. Murphy United States Courthouse is
the first federal building in the Eighth Circuit to be named after
a woman.

Kyle Wislocky is an associate at Ciresi Conlin
LLP in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He served as
law clerk to Judge Diana E. Murphy from 20132016.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, TIM WALZ, Governor of Minnesota, do hereby proclaim Wednesday, October 16, 2019 as:
DIANA E. MURPHY DAY

The editors thank the U.S. District Court for the
District of Minnesota, Joan Voelker, and Jeff
Justman for providing photos from the ceremony.

in the State of Minnesota.
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Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure Seek to Overturn Eighth
Circuit Case Law
designates a specific order for appeal.46 As
they explained it, interlocutory orders ordinarily merge into the judgment such that
they are all potentially available for appellate review. But the Eighth Circuit interprets the designation of any specific order,
while omitting others, as revealing an intent to limit the scope of appeal to that
order. See, e.g., Stephens v. Jessup, 793 F.3d
941, 943 (8th Cir. 2015). Yet the appellant
may have had no such intention. In Katyal
and Marotta’s words, this loss of appellate
rights creates “an unjustifiable trap for the
unwary.”

by Benjamin Wilson
The Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules has proposed
amending the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure seeking to clarify the required
contents of notices of appeal under Rule
3(c), with conforming changes to Rule 6
and Forms 1 and 2. They would also modify the procedure for dismissals by agreement under Rule 42(b).
The proposed amendments to Rule 3(c)
were originally prompted by case law in the
Eighth Circuit—and they have drawn
noteworthy responses in public comments,
including robust opposition from Judge
Steven Colloton.

Katyal and Marotta therefore propose that
Rule 3(c) be modified to emphasize the
merger rule. They argue that the Eighth
Circuit’s interpretation sets a trap for the
unwary by apparently splitting with other
circuits; creating a “perverse incentive” to
be less specific about the issues for appeal;
and running contrary to the liberal rule of
construction that applies to a notice of appeal, see Smith v. Barry, 502 U.S. 244, 248
(1992).

While this article only addresses Rule 3(c),
the Advisory Committee’s proposed
amendments in their entirety are available
in its Preliminary Draft and Request for
Comment: https://tinyurl.com/t2ttfoe.
Background

They also question whether the purpose of
the notice of appeal—to give the appellees
and the court notice of the issues—is being
served by the Eighth Circuit’s exception to
the merger rule. In any event, they say, sufficient notice of the issues is provided by
the opening brief.

In 2016, Neal Katyal and Sean Marotta
requested that Rule 3(c) be revised because
the Eighth Circuit applies an expressio
unius45 rationale when the notice of appeal

The phrases expressio unius est exclusio alterius, and
inclusio unius est exclusio alterius, are “interchangeable
maxims of interpretation hold[ing] that to include
or express one thing implies the exclusion of the
other, or of the alternative (L. alterius meaning ‘of
the other two’).” Bryan A. Garner, A Dictionary of
Modern Legal Usage 432 (2d ed.) (Oxford University Press 2001).
45

Neal Kumar Katyal and Sean Marotta, Memorandum on Appellate Rule 3(c)(1)(B) and the Merger Rule, Oct. 15, 2016, available at
https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/16ap-d-suggestion_katyal_0.pdf.
46
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reach appellant’s challenge to earlier order
compelling arbitration).

The Current Rule 3(c)
Rule 3(c) now states that the appellant
must “designate the judgment, order, or
part thereof being appealed.” Fed. R. App.
P. 3(c)(1)(B). That phrasing suggests the
appellant designate the order or orders being appealed with some particularity. And
the phrasing of the rule is key because the
scope of the notice vests the appellate
court with jurisdiction over certain issues
and not others. See, e.g., Bosley v. Kearney R-1
Sch. Dist., 140 F.3d 776, 781 (8th Cir. 1998)
(Rule 3’s requirement “is more than a mere
technicality, and ... deficiencies therein may
create a jurisdictional bar to an appeal.”).
The U.S. Supreme Court has long held that
“Rule 3’s dictates are jurisdictional in nature.” Smith, 502 U.S. at 248.47

The Proposed Amendments to Rule 3(c)
The Advisory Committee on Appellate
Rules agrees with Katyal and Marotta. Upon researching the issue, it found confusion among and within the circuit courts.
The Committee explains in its Preliminary
Draft and Request for Comment that the
designated judgment or order in the notice
is meant to serve as the basis of the court’s
appellate jurisdiction and from which time
limits are calculated. But the Committee
concludes that the phrasing of Rule 3(c)
suggests the notice of appeal must designate each and every order that will be challenged on appeal. That level of detail was
never intended, it says, and does not reflect
the purpose of the notice of appeal. Such
an interpretation risks the inadvertent loss
of appellate rights, and overlooks the merger doctrine. The Committee notes that in
most cases “it is appropriate to designate
only the judgment.” The Committee also
references a recent Supreme Court case
explaining that the “filing a notice of appeal is, generally speaking, a simple, nonsubstantive act … .” Garza v. Idaho, 139 S.
Ct. 738, 746 (2019).

Thus the Eighth Circuit has held for decades that designating a particular order,
while omitting others, waives review of any
other orders or decisions and deprives the
court of jurisdiction to decide them. See,
e.g., Rosillo v. Holten, 817 F.3d 595, 597 (8th
Cir. 2016) (“Where an appellant specifies
one order of the district court in his notice
of appeal, but fails to identify another, the
notice is not sufficient to confer jurisdiction to review the unmentioned order.”);
USCOC of Greater Missouri v. City of Ferguson,
Mo., 583 F. 3d 1035, 1040 (8th Cir. 2009);
Parkhill v. Minnesota Mut. Life Ins. Co., 286
F. 3d 1051, 1058 (8th Cir. 2002); C & S
Acquisitions Corp. v. Northwest Aircraft, Inc.,
153 F.3d 622, 625-26 (8th Cir. 1998) (holding that notice indicating the appeal was
from summary judgment order was insufficient to confer appellate jurisdiction to

The Committee therefore proposes several
changes to Rule 3(c) to emphasize the
merger doctrine. It first suggests the following revisions to Rule 3(c)(1)(B):
The notice of appeal must: … designate the judgment,—or the appealable order—from which the
appeal is taken, or part thereof being appealed.

The U.S. Supreme Court construes the content of
the notice of appeal as jurisdictional because it is
“convinced that the harshness of our construction
[wa]s ‘imposed by the legislature.’” Torres v. Oakland
Scavenger Co., 487 U.S. 312, 318 (1988); Gonzalez v.
Thaler, 565 U.S. 134, 147 (2012).
47

Of note, the word judgment would be separated from the word order by dashes to em11

phasize the distinction between the two
situations. And the phrase or part thereof being appealed would be stricken, since it appears to be a significant source of the
problems.

To remedy these situations, the Committee
proposes adding a subsection 3(c)(5) as
follows:
In a civil case, a notice of appeal
encompasses the final judgment,
whether or not that judgment is set
out in a separate document under
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58,
if the notice designates:
(A) an order that adjudicates all
remaining claims and the rights
and liabilities of all remaining parties; or
(B) an order described in Rule
4(a)(4)(A).

Then, to further reduce the loss of appellate rights, the Committee seeks to explicitly reference the merger principle, while
rejecting the idea that merged orders must
be designated in the notice. Thus it proposes a new subsection 3(c)(4) spelling
those points out:
The notice of appeal encompasses
all orders that merge for purposes
of appeal into the designated
judgment or appealable order. It is
not necessary to designate those
orders in the notice of appeal.

Finally, the Committee recognizes the value in preserving the appellant’s ability to
limit the scope of appeal. But the appellant
in that situation should make an express
statement that it is limiting the notice of appeal. Accordingly, the Committee suggests
a new subsection, 3(c)(6):

While researching the loss of appellate
rights, the Advisory Committee also found
two troubling situations resulting in the
loss of appellate rights. These situations
arise when the notice of appeal designates
an order instead of the judgment. The first
occurs when an order disposes of all remaining claims in the case (for example, in
response to a motion for summary judgment), and the losing party may not actually know whether the court intends to enter
the judgment on a separate document. The
second situation occurs when an order disposes of a motion for reconsideration. In
both scenarios, because the notice of appeal did not designate the judgment, courts
have confined their review to the orders
disposing of all remaining claims or the
motion for reconsideration. The courts
declined to review orders that otherwise
merged into the judgment.

An appellant may designate only
part of a judgment or appealable
order by expressly stating that the
notice of appeal is so limited.
Without such an express statement, specific designations do not
limit the scope of the notice of appeal.

That section is carefully worded to avoid
potential gamesmanship seeking to limit
the jurisdiction of the court of appeals.
The proposed Committee Note explains
that it is “the role of the briefs, not the notice of appeal, to focus and limit the issues
on appeal.”
12

court’s jurisdiction, particularly when
cross-appeals are involved. It therefore
recommends the new subsection 3(c)(6) be
rejected, except that the phrase “specific
designations do not limit the scope of the
notice of appeal” be moved to the end of
subsection 3(c)(4), which the Committee
considered doing.

Public Comments
A number of organizations and individuals
have submitted written comments on the
proposed amendments.48 The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
supports the proposed amendments, calling them “of particular importance in criminal cases.” The criminal defense lawyers
further recommend expanding subsection
3(c)(5) to reach certain criminal appeals; as
drafted now it only applies to civil cases.

Judge Steven Colloton, on the other hand,
suggests that the Committee reconsider the
proposed amendments—and consider
abandoning them altogether. Judge Colloton disputes that the expressio unius rationale arose in a single circuit—rather, he
writes that the line of cases cited follows a
longstanding mode of analysis adopted in
every circuit going back at least 43 years.
He observes that limiting the scope of appeal to the part of a judgment cited in the
notice is a faithful interpretation of the text
of the rule, and serves the orderly administration of justice by allowing repose to
the parties who obtained a favorable judgment in the district court as to issues not
raised. And in Judge Colloton’s view, enforcing the limits of the notice does not
create a trap for the unwary; it gives effect
to the appellant’s intent as manifested in
the notice when the notice was filed.

Prof. Bryan Lammon of the University of
Toledo College of Law also supports the
amendments. Measures to abrogate the
“order-designation requirement” of Rule
3(c)(1)(B) “cannot come soon enough,” he
says. Prof. Lammon identifies the underlying problem with the rule as courts using
the order-designation requirement to limit
the scope of review, whereas the rule’s
purpose is to identify the decision that creates appellate jurisdiction and from which
the time for the appeal is calculated. He
recommends simplifying the amendments,
however. He would scrap proposed subsections 3(c)(4) and 3(c)(5), and instead
build on the modified language in Rule
3(c)(1)(B) with a statement to the effect
that the “designation of a judgment or order does not affect the scope of appellate
review.”

Thus the impetus for the proposed
amendments, Judge Colloton suggests,
comes from appellate lawyers who are often retained after the notice of appeal was
filed and who understandably may wish to
expand the scope of the notice. But changing the rule in the manner proposed, he
says, may “skew the rule so that virtually
every notice of appeal must be construed
to allow the broadest possible scope of
appellate litigation.”

The American Bar Association’s Council
of Appellate Lawyers writes that it has no
objection to the proposed amendments,
but expresses concern about proposed
subsection 3(c)(6). The Council believes
allowing the appellant to expressly limit the
scope of appeal will create confusion—and
may lead to strategic attempts to limit the
All public comments are available for download
here:
https://www.regulations.gov/docketBrowser?rpp=
25&so=DESC&sb=postedDate&po=0&dct=PS&
D=USC-RULES-AP-2019-0001
48
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Conclusion
The comment period on the proposed
amendments has closed, and we await further decisions. The Advisory Committee
met on April 3, 2020, needing to decide
whether to submit the proposed amendments with or without further revisions to
the Committee on Rules of Practice and
Procedure. The amendments still need to
be approved by the Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure, the Judicial Conference, and the Supreme Court. Whatever
the final form, the amendments under consideration will not become effective until
December 1, 2021.
Benjamin Wilson is an attorney in St. Louis and
serves on the Board of Directors of the Eighth Circuit Bar Association.
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When the Phone Becomes the Podium:
Five Tips for Handling an Eighth Circuit
Argument During a Pandemic
by Ryan Marth and Qian Julie Wang

1. Know What to Expect

The coronavirus pandemic has brought
about many questions over how previously
routine, in-person tasks can now be handled remotely. For appellate litigators, one
major question will no doubt be how to
handle oral arguments via teleconference
or videoconference. Appellate courts
across the country have switched to remote arguments, and many have even
eliminated the filing of physical paper
briefs. Just a few days ago, Politico reported
on the first arguments to take place via teleconference, noting that it was “kind of a
mess” that was riddled with “beeps,”
“muddled voices,” and “dropped calls.”49

The first thing attorneys with pending appeals and arguments should do is determine how the specific court is handling
operations. You can do so by calling the
clerk’s office, consulting the court’s website, and reaching to other appellate counsel who practice in the same court.
Although courts across the country are
issuing similar protocols, their various responses differ in key ways. The Eighth
Circuit in particular has decided to submit
many cases, while permitting teleconference arguments for a select few. And the
court, like others, has temporarily suspended the requirement of filing paper
copies of electronically submitted briefs
and appendices.51 Though other circuits
have delayed deadlines, the Eight Circuit
has not yet appeared to do so.52 Because
the pandemic has created an ever-evolving
situation, however, you would do best to
call the Clerk’s Office at (314) 244-2400
for the most up-to-date protocol.

Still, a remote oral argument is better than
no argument at all,50 and skilled advocates
can neutralize challenges with ample preparation. Here, we offer five key tips that
empower attorneys to handle oral arguments in the age of coronavirus with grace
and force.

Josh Gerstein, “Kind of A Mess”: D.C. Circuit Arguments Enter the Coronavirus Era, Politico (Mar. 20,
2020), https://www.politico.com/news/2020/
03/20/dc-circuit-court-cases-coronavirus-139628.
50 As Justice Simonett of the Minnesota Supreme
Court once reflected upon being asked whether a
party should ever waive argument: “Well, it’s sort of
like a marriage proposal—I suppose you could do it
just in writing, but the effect wouldn’t be the
same.” See Eric J. Magnuson and Diane Bratvold,
Do’s and Don’t’s for Oral Argument, Art of Advocacy: Appeals, § 42.01 (Mathew Bender & Co., 2018)

Because the Eighth Circuit is currently
winnowing argument time, investigate how
you can emphasize to the panel the particular reasons why your case merits argument. And if argument is granted, confirm
that your argument will indeed be handled
by phone rather than video. If the court
uses new or foreign technology, seek permission to test it in advance.

49

https://www.ca8.uscourts.gov/.
https://ecf.ca8.uscourts.gov/files/
coronavirusweb.pdf.
51
52
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Once you have the logistics nailed down,
prepare accordingly. You may be in the
comfort of your home, but that may mean
that your space is more prone to disruptions from children, pets, and errant noise.
Set up a clear and controlled workspace
where you can focus. Decide whether
you’re going to use the speaker or a headset, and test the software in advance. Also
consider your outfit in advance. For instance, perhaps you can balance out the
discomfort of handling an argument telephonically with the comfort of not wearing
shoes, as one attorney has recently confessed to doing in a remote argument.53

cups in your technology. You may even
want to run your moot in the same outfit
you plan to wear to the real thing, to assess
whether wearing pajamas (assuming the
argument is telephonic) might give you
more confidence and comfort during the
experience.
3. Consider that Briefs May Be Read
Electronically, Without the Benefit of
Argument
Because the Eighth Circuit appears to be
forgoing many oral arguments and submission of paper briefs, it is crucial to prepare
your briefs with the expectation that they
will be read solely on a screen, likely without oral argument. What does this mean?
The fundamentals continue to apply—as
we’ve noted before, prioritize readability,
screen aesthetics, and utility.54 This refers
to both style and substance. Avoid long
sentences (those exceeding 40 words). Instead, opt for sentences that average 25
words or less. Similarly, avoid long paragraphs that comprise more than six sentences. To test whether your paragraphs
are too long, scroll through and make sure
that no one paragraph takes up the entire
screen.

2. Perform Moots in Similar Conditions
Just as you would moot for an in-person
argument at a podium, before a bench of
mock judges, calibrate your pandemic
moots to reflect the real experience. If your
argument will be done by video, run your
moots that way so you’re not selfconscious about seeing your face on the
screen, or hearing audio feedback of your
own voice. If possible, use the exact same
software, in the very same room and setup
where you plan to handle your actual argument.
Although it always helps to have the same
number of mock judges on your panel as
you would have on the court, it is particularly crucial in preparing for a remote argument. Mooting your argument before a
three- or five-member panel, for instance,
will give you a sense of how long to pause,
how often to expect interruptions, and
how best to avoid crosstalk and lag time. It
will also give you a good sense of whether
the setting you’ve chosen for the argument
is optimal, and whether there are any hic-

To further help your reader navigate, use
clear headings as anchors. Consider using
bullet point lists, graphics, exhibits, or other demonstratives for digestible summaries
of key points that break up blocks of texts.
Deploy italics instead of underlining because they offer helpful emphasis without
impairing legibility or obscuring letters and
punctuation.

See Luke Hasskamp & Ryan Marth, Briefly: Preparing An Appealing Brief in the Digital Age, Minnesota
Lawyer
(Aug.
27,
2017),
https://minnlawyer.com/2017/08/17/brieflypreparing-an-appealing-brief-in-the-digital-age/.
54

The attorney reflected: “It’s better in that you can
set yourself up. You can even argue in your socks, if
you want, which I never get to do at the D.C. Circuit.” See supra n.1.
53
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Because the Eighth Circuit has suspended
submissions of paper courtesy copies, keep
in mind that judges and law clerks may no
longer be able to annotate your briefs, or
have your opening brief, reply brief, and
excerpts of record open in front of them at
the same time. Make it easier on them by
using PDF bookmarks and internal hyperlinks, which will allow them to jump
around your submissions. Also provide
easy external navigation and use hyperlinks
to as many sources as possible, including
legal citations. Note that this makes it all
the more crucial to check your citations
and ensure that you are citing the correct
source for each proposition. Any oversight
may be revealed with just a single click.

they’ve even grasped them—slow down to
make sure you are giving the panel time to
process your statements and ask questions
as they arise. Pausing also minimizes the
chances that you will talk over or interrupt
a judge as she begins to frame a question.
Now, as ever, listening is a critical piece of
argument. Without the body language cues
afforded by an in-person court appearance,
attorneys must listen extremely carefully to
assess the sticking points. This means not
just paying attention to the judges’ words,
but also the tone and inflection with which
they pose their questions.
Further, slowing down also creates a buffer
for technological glitches. If the call drops,
for instance, pausing will give you that
much more opportunity to catch it and
correct it. And because resolving errors
and reconnecting may eat up valuable time,
prepare to be flexible and adapt to anything that arises.

Finally, keep things short. Even in the best
of circumstances, lawyers do not have the
luxury of assuming that judges have read
their entire briefs, and that is even more
the case during a pandemic, when judges
are distracted by myriad other concerns.
All this points to the importance of making
your key points easy to find and easy to
understand. Consider what one point you
want the judges to take away from your
brief, and then revise your brief until it’s
impossible to miss that point on a skim.

5. Consider Adopting a Different Argument Style
Stripped of the tools available in an inperson argument—body language, gestures, and facial expressions—you may
consider tweaking your typical style to allow your tone and voices do more of the
talking. You might also consider introducing demonstratives at argument, if court
technology permits, as they may serve as
helpful visual aids that supplement your
new inability to gesticulate.

4. Slow Down and Prepare for Things to
Go Wrong
As a common saying in appellate circles
goes, there are three oral arguments in every appeal: “the one you plan, the one you
give, and the one you wish you had given.”55 That is even more true with remote
arguments. Because it will be much more
difficult to assess whether the judges are
receptive to your points—or whether
See, e.g., Eric Magnuson, What I Really Meant to Say
Was …, Minnesota Lawyer (Nov. 14, 2013),
available at https://www.robinskaplan.com/
resources/publications/2013/11/what-i-reallymeant-to-say-was.

Most of all, though, it is important to hone
arguments to a few key kernels—two to
three sentences, perhaps—that will allow
you to use argument time efficiently to
highlight the simple reasons why your client should prevail. Then, once you have
those points, consider all the angles
through which you may be able to pivot
back to them regardless of where the panel
leads you with its questioning. The fact

55
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that you are arguing over the phone does
not give you free license to read a canned
argument off of the page—if anything, it
will require you to be more agile in delivering your key points effectively. This is all
the more reason, though, to invest additional time into your preparation and make
sure that you deliver the most zealous advocacy possible—shoes or no shoes.
Ryan Marth and Qian Julie Wang are attorneys
at Robins Kaplan LLP. Mr. Marth previously
clerked for the Hon. Helen M. Meyer of the Minnesota Supreme Court, and Ms. Wang is a former
clerk for the Hon. Morgan B. Christen of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and
for the Hon. Peter J. Maassen of the Alaska Supreme Court.
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Announcements
Chief Judge Speaks to Leaders from Law
and Business

Past President of Eighth Circuit Bar Association Appointed to Iowa Supreme
Court

Chief Judge Lavenski R. Smith addressed
leaders from the business and legal communities on January 31 at the forum for
Legal Services Corporation in Little Rock,
Arkansas.

In January, Iowa Governor Kim Reynolds
named Dana Oxley, at attorney at Shuttleworth & Ingersoll, PLC, in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, to the Iowa Supreme Court.
Before Shuttleworth, Oxley was a career
clerk for Eighth Circuit Judge David Hansen from 2001-2010. She is an experienced
appellate practitioner, editor and author of
the Eighth Circuit Appellate Practice Manual,
and was president of the Eighth Circuit
Bar Association in 2015.

The full video is available online here:
https://youtu.be/D8S_V9pPehY
Court of Appeals Responds to Coronavirus (COVID-19)
According to an article in the Courthouse
News Service, Eighth Circuit Clerk of
Court, Michael Gans, says the Court has
been developing plans for handling the
virus, and that the judges debated whether
to alter the April session. He notes that the
courtrooms are cleaned daily with sanitizer.
“The only day in my more than 37 years
we’ve postponed hearings was the day after
9/11,” he said. The April calendar consists
mostly of cases submitted without oral argument and cases to be argued through
teleconference. The calendar states:
“Whether your case is designated as a noargument case or a teleconference case,
you should not appear in St. Louis.”56

Read the Des Moines Register article about
Justice Oxley here:
https://tinyurl.com/trrz7c6
Judicial Outreach Teaches Rule of Law
U.S. Magistrate Judge Nannette A. Baker
has written article about the Judicial Learning Center, which celebrated its 10th anniversary in the fall of 2019. “The JLC in St.
Louis was the first educational center in
the country devoted to federal judicial process and has inspired other courts to develop similar exhibits and programs.”
Read Judicial Outreach in the Courthouse: How
a Learning Center Can Teach the Rule of Law at
the American Bar Association’s website
here:
https://tinyurl.com/vbja5d5

Read more about other courts of appeals
in the Courthouse News Service here:
https://tinyurl.com/uqjjfnq
On Friday, March 13, the Eighth Circuit
issued a notice regarding access to the
Clerk’s Office. Of note, the public is not
being admitted to the Clerk’s Office at this
time.
56
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https://ecf.ca8.uscourts.gov/webcal/apr20stl.pdf

See the full notice here:
https://tinyurl.com/v3c87je

Writers Wanted

The Eighth Circuit has suspended the requirement for paper copies of electronically filed briefs and addendums. Parties will
be required, upon notice from the clerk, to
file paper copies of any brief or addendum
filed electronically during the suspension.
Counsel should continue to serve paper
copies on parties not participating in
CM/ECF. See 8th Cir. R. 25A(e). Inquiries
about filing should be addressed to the
Clerk’s Office at 314-244-2400. See
https://www.ca8.uscourts.gov.

Read about an interesting case?
Attended a recent CLE on appellate
practice?
Share your insights with your colleagues in
the Eighth Circuit Bar Association by writing
an article for the newsletter.
Contact Mike Goodwin at
Michael.Goodwin@ag.state.mn.us.

The Eagleton Courthouse in St. Louis has
issued orders restricting access:
March 13, 2020 Order:
https://tinyurl.com/taqdoz6
March 23, 2020 Order:
https://tinyurl.com/u89h97e
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